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The influence of prior familiarity with components on the implicit learning of relations was
examined using artificial grammar learning. Prior to training on grammar strings, partici-
pants were familiarised with either the novel symbols used to construct the strings or with
irrelevant geometric shapes. Participants familiarised with the relevant symbols showed
greater accuracy when judging the correctness of new grammar strings. Familiarity with
elemental components did not increase conscious awareness of the basis for discrimina-
tions (structural knowledge) but increased accuracy even in its absence. The subjective
familiarity of test strings predicted grammaticality judgments. However, prior exposure
to relevant symbols did not increase overall test string familiarity or reliance on familiarity
when making grammaticality judgments. Familiarity with the symbols increased the learn-
ing of relations between them (bigrams and trigrams) thus resulting in greater familiarity
for grammatical versus ungrammatical strings. The results have important implications for
models of implicit learning.

� 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Much of learning consists of acquiring knowledge of relations or associations between things. In learning languages for
example, we acquire knowledge of the relations between different types of word that occur in valid clauses. Knowledge of
those relations need not necessarily be conscious – we can recognise grammatical errors without consciously knowing the
relations that have been violated. Different models of learning make diverse predictions regarding how the learning of rela-
tions will be affected by prior familiarity with the components of those relations. Predictions range from learning being en-
hanced by greater familiarity with the components (Anderson, 1983), through learning being unaffected by the extent of
familiarity (McClelland & Rumelhart, 1986), to learning being actively inhibited by prior exposure to the component ele-
ments (Lubow & Moore, 1959). In the present study we evaluate the influence of prior familiarity on the implicit learning
of relations. Employing the artificial grammar learning (AGL) paradigm, we examine whether familiarity with individual
components enhances the acquisition of unconscious knowledge regarding their relations.

AGL has proved a useful paradigm for the investigation of implicit learning (Pothos, 2007; Reber, 1989). In a typical AGL
experiment participants are exposed to strings of letters or symbols generated by a finite state grammar, see Fig. 1. The
grammar imposes structural rules on the order of symbols making up the strings, e.g. constraining which symbols can pre-
cede which others. The strings are typically presented under the guise of a short-term memory task with participants una-
ware of these rule-based constraints. At test, after being informed of the existence of rules, but not their precise nature,
participants judge which of a new set of strings are grammatical. Participants typically discriminate grammatical strings
. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 1. An illustration of the experimental procedure including the finite state grammars and symbols employed.
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with above-chance accuracy despite being unable to verbalise the nature of what has been learnt (e.g. Reber, 1989). Reber
originally proposed that the ability to discriminate grammatical strings resulted from the implicit acquisition of regularities
encountered during learning. Research has since shown these regularities to include commonly recurring fragments or
chunks of the training strings (Dulany, Carlson, & Dewey, 1984; Knowlton & Squire, 1994; Perruchet & Pacteau, 1990; Ser-
van-Schreiber & Anderson, 1990), the pattern of repetitions within training strings (Brooks & Vokey, 1991; Vokey & Higham,
2005), and knowledge of whole training exemplars (Vokey & Brooks, 1992). Acquiring sensitivity to any of these regularities
entails learning at least a subset of the relations between the symbols making up the strings.

Servan-Schreiber and Anderson (1990) proposed that the similarity between training and test strings arising from frag-
mentary knowledge may result in differential feelings of familiarity (see Dienes, Scott, & Wan, in press, for a review of the
role of familiarity in implicit learning). The resulting familiarity account holds that grammatical strings, by virtue of con-
forming to the grammar, are more likely to have properties seen in training and will consequently feel more familiar. Dis-
crimination performance then results from more familiar strings being endorsed as grammatical. There is now considerable
evidence supporting this account. For example, the objective similarity of training and test strings strongly predicts gram-
maticality judgments (e.g. Johnstone & Shanks, 2001). Signal detection analyses of implicit learning tasks are also consistent
with decisions based on a continuous underlying dimension, such as familiarity, but not with certain rule-based accounts e.g.
where a limited number of rules lead to black and white decisions (Kinder & Assmann, 2000; Lotz & Kinder, 2006). And most
recently, Scott and Dienes (2008) showed that after incidental learning of an artificial grammar participants’ subjective rat-
ings of whole test string familiarity reliably predicted their grammaticality judgments. The feelings of familiarity themselves
have also been shown to derive primarily from the structural similarity of the training and test strings and not from differ-
ences in processing fluency (Scott & Dienes, in press-a).

While participants make judgments which reflect knowledge of the regularities in the test strings, often derived from
familiarity, they at times lack conscious awareness of the knowledge they possess. There are at least two types of knowledge
acquired in AGL which can be either conscious or unconscious; judgment knowledge and structural knowledge (Dienes & Scott,
2005). Judgment knowledge relates to knowing whether or not a string is grammatical, while structural knowledge relates to
knowing why a string is or is not grammatical e.g. knowing that a string is ungrammatical because of the presence of a par-
ticular combination of letters. The conscious status of judgment knowledge is typically assessed by the guessing criterion
(Cheesman & Merikle, 1986) or the zero-correlation criterion (Dienes, Altmann, Kwan, & Goode, 1995). Where there is
above-chance accuracy, these measures hold there to be unconscious judgment knowledge if participants believe they are
guessing, or if there is no relationship between their confidence and accuracy. Numerous studies have found AGL to result
in unconscious judgment knowledge as assessed in this way (Allwood, Granhag, & Johansson, 2000; Channon et al., 2002;
Dienes & Altmann, 1997; Dienes & Perner, 2003; Dienes et al., 1995; Tunney & Altmann, 2001).

The presence of conscious judgment knowledge does not, however, imply the presence of conscious structural knowledge
– knowledge of the relations between elements that permit the judgments. Participants may have confidence in a judgment
based on a hunch or an overall feeling of familiarity for the test string without knowing what aspects of the string resulted in
those feelings. Dienes and Scott (2005) introduced a simple methodology for assessing the conscious status of structural
knowledge. Participants are asked to report the basis on which they made each judgment e.g. random selection, intuition,
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familiarity, rules, or recollection (where responses attributed to familiarity are defined as those based on the overall feeling
of familiarity for a string without knowing which particular aspects make it familiar or unfamiliar). There is taken to be
unconscious structural knowledge where there is above-chance classification accuracy in responses attributed to random
selection, intuition, or familiarity, and to be conscious structural knowledge in those attributed to rules or recollection.
Dienes and Scott (2005) and Scott and Dienes (2008) demonstrate clear behaviour dissociations based on these distinctions.

The conscious status of judgment knowledge has been shown to be influenced by knowledge of the distribution of famil-
iarity among test strings. Scott and Dienes (in press-b) showed that an extended test phase, enabling participants to learn the
distribution of familiarity, increased their awareness of the knowledge they possessed without increasing their accuracy. It is
thus apparent that whole-string familiarity, and knowledge of its distribution, has a central role in the development and con-
scious status of judgment knowledge. However, it has yet to be established whether prior familiarity with the individual
components influences the acquisition or conscious status of the underlying structural knowledge i.e. of the relations be-
tween string components. In an investigation of the mere-exposure effect, Zizak and Reber (2004) conducted AGL experi-
ments where strings were comprised of either familiar or unfamiliar elements. The pattern of results was suggestive of
performance being slightly better where familiar elements were used. However, as no statistical comparisons were con-
ducted between the experiments no firm conclusions can be drawn.

Here we directly examine the influence of prior familiarity with components of an artificial grammar on the implicit
learning of their relations and the conscious status of the knowledge acquired. For the first time performance is contrasted
for participants either given or not given prior exposure to the novel symbols from which the strings are constructed. It was
predicted that prior exposure would enhance the learning of relations between symbols (bigrams and trigrams) and that this
would increase the relative familiarity of grammatical strings and hence the accuracy of classifications. However, no predic-
tions were made regarding whether prior familiarity would influence the conscious status of the knowledge acquired. The
findings are replicated in a second experiment and the results of both experiments presented together.1

2. Method

2.1. Participants

Participants were University of Sussex students participating in exchange for course credits. All participants were naive to
the experimental hypothesis. Experiment 1 employed 40 participants (10 male and 30 female) with a mean age of 21
(SD = 2.5). Experiment 2 employed 64 participants (9 male and 55 female) with a mean age of 20 (SD = 2.8).

2.2. Materials

Two finite state grammars were used to generate grammar strings between seven and nine characters in length. Both
grammars were taken from Reber (1969) with the usual letters replaced by novel symbols, see Fig. 1. Both grammars use
the same symbol-set and contain the same set of valid starting bigrams and final symbols. Training sets comprised sixteen
strings (from the appropriate grammar) repeated three times in random orders. The test set comprised a combination of six-
teen strings from each grammar (not seen in training) presented twice in random order. There was the same number of
strings of each length in both training sets and the proportion of strings of each length was the same for training and test
sets. The symbol strings were presented in black on a white background at the centre of a 12-in computer screen.

2.3. Procedure

2.3.1. Symbol familiarisation
A perceptual clarification task was employed to familiarise participants with either relevant symbols (the five novel sym-

bols used to construct the grammar strings) or irrelevant symbols (geometric shapes), see Fig. 1. There were 100 randomly
ordered trials with each symbol appearing 20 times. On each trial one of the five symbols gradually emerged from behind
a masking rectangle at the centre of the screen. Participants were advised to press the space bar as soon as they could iden-
tify the symbol. When the spacebar was pressed the emerging symbol was removed and the participant indicated which
symbol had appeared from a numbered list of the 5 possible answers. The fastest correct response was displayed in the cor-
ner of the screen to incentivise fast and accurate responding.

2.3.2. Training stage
Participants were advised that they were to memorise each of a sequence of forty-eight strings of symbols. Participants

saw each string for 5 s followed by a blank screen for 5 s. Participants were supervised and required to write down what they
1 All the significant effects and null results reported collapsing the experiments together were also apparent when examining the experiments individually,
with just one minor exception: the greater accuracy observed in the intuition, familiarity, and rules attributions after familiarising with relevant symbols (see
Fig. 2) was observed in Experiment 1, but was only achieved in the intuition and rules attributions in Experiment 2. A similar difference was observed for the
familiarity attributions in Experiment 2 (M = 68%, SE = 3.1 vs. M = 61%, SE = 4.0) but the difference did not achieve significance, t(59) = 1.37, p = 0.177, d = 0.36.
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could remember of each string while the blank screen was present but not before. The presentation order of both training
and test strings was separately randomised for each participant.

2.3.3. Test stage
Participants were informed that the order of symbols in the training strings had obeyed a complex set of rules, and that

they were to classify a new set of strings exactly half of which would obey the same rules; they were not told the rules them-
selves. Participants were asked: (1) to rate how familiar the string felt to them on a scale from 0–100 (0 = not at all familiar,
100 = completely familiar); (2) to judge the string’s grammaticality (obeyed the rules, yes or no); (3) to rate their confidence
in their judgment on a scale from 50–100 (where 50 = a guess, 100 = certain); and (4) to indicate what they believed to be the
basis for their grammaticality judgment (random selection, intuition, familiarity, rules, or recollection). These decision strat-
egies were defined as follows: Random Selection – you had no confidence and literally chose yes or no at random; Intuition –
you had some confidence but could not say on what you based your answer; Familiarity – you chose yes or no based on how
familiar or unfamiliar the string felt but could not say why it was familiar or unfamiliar; Rules – you based your answer on
one or more rules or partial rules that you derived and you could state the nature of the rules if required; Recollection – if you
answered ‘Yes’ it was because you specifically recall encountering a sequence of symbols in training that resembled part or
all of the present string. If you answered ‘No’ it was because you are certain that you didn’t encounter any stimuli in training
resembling the current one.

2.4. Design

The two grammar design of Dienes and Altmann (1997) was employed with half the participants trained on grammar A
and half on grammar B. At test all participants classified the same test strings, exactly half of which conformed to each gram-
mar. In this way the non-grammatical test strings for one group were grammatical for the other group thus eliminating the
need for an untrained control group. The key independent variables were: (1) familiarisation condition, between subject (rel-
evant symbols vs. irrelevant symbols), (2) grammaticality, within subject (grammatical vs. ungrammatical), and (3) decision
strategy, within subject (random selection vs. intuition, vs. familiarity vs. rules vs. recollection). The main dependent vari-
ables of interest were (a) grammaticality judgment, and (b) subjective familiarity rating. An alpha level of .05 was used for all
statistical tests and all reported p-values are for two-tailed significance. Effect sizes are provided in the form of Cohen’s d for
difference scores and r for correlations (Cohen, 1988).

3. Results

Consistent with predictions, participants who familiarised with the symbols making up the strings (relevant symbols) be-
fore training made significantly more correct grammaticality judgments (M = 66%, SE = 1.3), than those who familiarised
with the irrelevant geometric shapes, (M = 60%, SE = 1.2), t(102) = 3.22, p = .002, d = 0.66. Greater familiarity with the sym-
bols making up the strings facilitated learning the relations between symbols and hence the ability to discriminate grammat-
ical from ungrammatical strings.

The increased knowledge did not however result in greater conscious awareness of the basis for discrimination. ANOVA
examining the percentage of responses attributed to the different decision strategies revealed no main effect or interaction
involving familiarity condition (All F < 1). Furthermore, the proportion of responses attributed to strategies indicating con-
scious knowledge of the relations (rules and recollection) was not significantly different for participants familiarising with
relevant (M = 27%, SE = 3.0) versus irrelevant symbols (M = 26%, SE = 3.2), t(102) = 0.386, p = .700, d = 0.04, CI0.95 = �10.5, +7.1.
Greater accuracy after familiarising with relevant versus irrelevant symbols was observed both for responses attributed to
* p < .05 
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decision strategies indicating conscious structural knowledge (e.g. rules), and those indicating unconscious structural knowl-
edge (e.g. intuition), see Fig. 2. For responses attributed to intuition and familiarity, this indicates that prior familiarity with
the components (the symbols) increased unconscious knowledge of the relations between them.

Consistent with previous research, the rated feelings of familiarity elicited by the test strings significantly predicted
grammaticality judgments; more familiar strings were more likely to be endorsed as grammatical (Mean r = .72,
SE = 0.02), t(103) = 43.99, p < .001. This relationship did not differ significantly depending on whether participants had prior
familiarity with relevant symbols (Mean r = .74, SE = 0.02), or irrelevant symbols (Mean r = .70, SE = 0.03), t(102) = 1.15,
p = .254, d = 0.24, CI0.95 = �0.1, +0.03. The mean familiarity of test strings similarly did not differ depending on whether par-
ticipants had familiarised with relevant (M = 47, SE = 1.1) or irrelevant symbols (M = 45, SE = 1.4), t(102) = 1.11, p = .269,
d = 0.22, CI0.95 = �5.5, +1.5. Crucially however, prior familiarity with relevant symbols increased the relationship between
familiarity and grammatical status. The greater familiarity observed for grammatical over ungrammatical strings was more
substantial after familiarising with relevant symbols (Mean r = .35, SE = 0.02) than irrelevant symbols (Mean r = .26,
SE = 0.02), t(102) = 2.87, p = .005, d = 0.53. As predicted, familiarity with the individual symbols prior to training enhanced
the degree to which the relations between symbols became familiar.

The influence of prior familiarity on the learning of relations is also apparent in the correlation between familiarity ratings
and the mean frequency with which bigrams and trigrams contained in test strings appeared during training (the associative
chunk strength, Knowlton & Squire, 1996). The relationship between familiarity and associative chunk strength was reliably
greater for participants familiarised with relevant symbols (Mean r = .42, SE = 0.02) than irrelevant symbols (Mean r = .33,
SE = 0.02), t(102) = 2.82, p = .006, d = 0.56. Where participants had prior familiarity with the individual symbols they more
readily learnt the relations between symbols (e.g. bigrams and trigrams) and this resulted in greater familiarity for strings
exhibiting more of those relations; typically grammatical strings.

4. Discussion

This study examined the effect that prior familiarity with the components used to instantiate an artificial grammar had on
the extent of learning and the conscious status of the knowledge acquired. The results, replicated in both experiments, re-
vealed that where novel symbols were used to construct grammar strings, prior familiarisation with those symbols increased
learning. The increased learning was apparent in the accuracy of grammaticality judgments which, consistent with previous
research, was related to the subjective familiarity of test strings; more familiar test strings were more likely to be endorsed
as grammatical. Participants who familiarised with the symbols before learning were no more reliant upon familiarity in
their judgments. However, the feelings of familiarity they experienced were more strongly related to the structural similarity
of training and test strings. Specifically, familiarity was more strongly related to the frequency with which bigrams and tri-
grams appearing in test strings had occurred during training. Prior familiarity with the individual symbols appears to in-
crease the ability of participants to learn the relations between them and results in greater feelings of familiarity when
those same relations are encountered at test. While participants’ knowledge of the relational consistencies of the grammar
increased, there was no evidence that prior familiarity with the individual elements affected the conscious status of that
knowledge (cf. Destrebecqz & Cleeremans, 2003). Prior familiarity resulted in greater accuracy both for responses attributed
to strategies indicating conscious structural knowledge (e.g. rules), and those indicating its absence (e.g. intuition). Prior
familiarity with the elemental components thus enhanced both conscious and unconscious learning of the relations inherent
in the grammar.

The increase in learning observed after familiarising with the individual components is consistent with the predictions of
both the ACT memory model (Anderson, 1983) and McLaren and Mackintosh (2000) associative theory of perceptual learn-
ing. The ACT memory model holds that the strength of any concept will increase with practice and that the activation emit-
ted by a concept is a function of its strength. As a consequence, new associations with familiar concepts will be acquired
more rapidly than with unfamiliar concepts. Anderson demonstrated these effects in the context of explicit learning e.g.
by showing that subjects retrieve new facts learnt about familiar people more rapidly than those learnt about less familiar
people (e.g. Anderson, 1981). McLaren and Mackintosh (2000) provide a detailed learning model that makes similar predic-
tions based upon an elemental theory of latent inhibition. The standard phenomenon of latent inhibition is that prior expo-
sure to individual stimuli inhibits the learning of associations between them (Lubow & Moore, 1959). However, McLaren and
Mackintosh demonstrate that where the component stimuli are themselves complex, then latent inhibition can facilitate
perceptual learning. Numerous animal learning studies provide support for this hypothesis with associations involving
one component of complex stimuli learned more quickly and generalising less after pre-exposure to another component
(e.g. Darby & Pearce, 1997; Mackintosh, Kaye, & Bennett, 1991; Navarro, Hallam, Matzel, & Miller, 1989). McLaren and Mack-
intosh detail how a standard learning rule (the Delta rule) can be modified to implement this behaviour.

The present findings highlight a weakness in current connectionist models of implicit learning (for a review see, Cleere-
mans & Dienes, 2008). These models treat the individual components of an input vector – say the elements of a grammar
string – in precisely the same way regardless of the number of times those inputs have occurred. As such, the models are
insensitive to the effects of prior familiarity. The degree to which the relation between two symbols is learnt will be unaf-
fected by the frequency with which the individual symbols have been encountered previously. In contexts where the com-
ponents are already uniformly familiar the effect of this limitation may be negligible. However, the current results clearly
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indicate that to be capable of greater generalisation the models will require amendment. Implementing the modified learn-
ing rule proposed by McLaren and Mackintosh (2000) is one way this might be achieved.

Appendix A. Supplementary material

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at doi:10.1016/j.concog.2009.12.012.
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